Museum of Discovery and Science and AutoNation® IMAX 3D Theater
401 SW Second Street, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33312
954-467-6637 or 954-463-IMAX (4629)

There is always something new happening at the Museum of Discovery and Science. Spend a day of discovery exploring hundreds of interactive exhibits including an outdoor Science Park. Visitors can take a ride on the Everglades Airboat Adventure, experience hurricane force winds in the Storm Center, dig for fossils alongside a giant prehistoric megalodon, get close to a confrontation between a saber-toothed cat and an Imperial mammoth, and enjoy the playful antics of North American river otters in their two-story indoor/outdoor habitat. See exciting science demonstrations and presentations. Discover the amazing Everglades in the Florida EcoScapes exhibit. Hang out with bats, turtles and sharks. Meet an alligator and be charmed by a 6-foot-long snake. Take a ride to Mars or soar through the skies in an FA-18 cockpit simulator. And immerse yourself in a six-story-high film adventure at the AutoNation® IMAX 3D Theater, home of the BIGGEST screen in South Florida featuring IMAX with Laser. Whether you’re two or 82 visit the Museum of Discovery and Science and enjoy a full day of family fun.

IMAX with Laser now illuminating the AutoNation IMAX 3D Theatre
The science of cinema has been raised to the level of magic at the AutoNation IMAX 3D Theatre now that IMAX with Laser is illuminating the six story screen. This new technology with dual 4K laser projectors has revolutionized the way we experience 3D films on the big screen. The new laser projector technology offers brighter images, intense colors, and incredible detail that will leave you in awe.

There’s also a next-generation immersive 12-channel sound system featuring 114 speakers capable of 52,000 watts of digital sound. Whether it’s a pin drop or feeling the heart-palpitating force of a volcano, audiences will experience a new kind of visceral sound experience.

IMAX with Laser is a blend of science and art that delivers a cinema experience that suspends disbelief and transports audiences to new worlds. It’s the difference between watching a movie and being a part of one. The AutoNation IMAX 3D Theater is the only place in Florida where you can experience the power of IMAX with Laser.

IMAX® FILMS – NOW SHOWING

CLASSIC DOCUMENTARY FILMS

GREAT BARRIER REEF 3D
Now Showing through April 19, 2019
Every year millions of visitors travel by way of fins, flippers and feet to see one of the seven wonders of the natural world: the Great Barrier Reef – a living treasure trove of biodiversity. There is still so much to learn and knowledge is the key to understanding more about this living Eden. A thriving metropolis populated by a cast of characters straight out of an adventure novel – heroes, bad guys, sidekicks, lovers and clowns – they’re all players in this vast underwater drama. Today, a new generation of reef guardians are committed to protecting this marine reserve, making a difference and sharing their knowledge of this extraordinary ecosystem, the beating heart of the reef. Learn how this amazing sanctuary has endured for thousands of years and will continue to do so far into the future.

Film website: http://www.greatbarrierreeffilm.com/
Images: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/48qolhtyi77vwur/AAC97s-I-3WYaSacwZ5r57bGa?dl=0

BACKYARD WILDERNESS 3D
Now Showing through February 14, 2019
Backyard Wilderness will surprise and entertain viewers with the unexpected wonders of nature that are right under our noses in our own backyards. Spanning a seasonal year around a suburban home, the film displays a stunning array of unique wildlife images and behavior all captured by cameras mounted inside dens and nests, and moving along the forest floor and pond bottom, to reveal its inhabitants in rare and breathtaking intimacy. We follow Katie, a young girl, and her modern family living next to the woods that are blind to the real-life spectacle around them, absorbed by an array of electronic devices in their busy lives. Katie gradually discovers the intricate secrets that nature has hidden so close to her front door and we experience the joy she finds in her interactions with this new world. The film reminds us that Wi-Fi is not the only connection that matters and that sometimes in ordinary places, you can uncover extraordinary things that could transform you forever – you just need to step outside.

Images: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/c6ysr8dtz97hbru/AABG3sZ5LdQZafdXQKCshb-Ba?dl=0

CLASSIC DOCUMENTARY FILMS- COMING SOON

FREE SOLO 2D
Opening January 11, 2019 – January 17, 2019
From award-winning documentary filmmaker E. Chai Vasarhelyi (“MERU”) and world-renowned photographer and mountaineer Jimmy Chin comes National Geographic Documentary Film’s FREE SOLO, a stunning, intimate and unflinching portrait of the free soloist climber Alex Honnold, as he prepares to achieve his lifelong dream: climbing the face of the world’s most famous rock ... the 3,200 foot El Capitan in Yosemite National Park ... without a rope.

Images: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ebu6dazfw7rz2I2/AAAZOHNaOCtr8IsRxy_hAoZ8a?dl=0
GREAT BEAR RAINFOREST 3D
Opening February 15, 2019 – December 31, 2019
This beautiful giant screen film is about one of the rarest animals on Earth – the fabled all-white Spirit Bear. These remarkable creatures live in the lush temperate rainforests of British Columbia on Canada’s West Coast, where they hold almost mythic status among the region’s indigenous people. Shot exclusively for the giant screen, GREAT BEAR RAINFOREST will offer a remarkable journey into one of the planet’s most spectacular wildernesses – a land of wolves, grizzly bears, humpback whales, sea lions, sea otters and others – as it explores the secret world of the Spirit Bear. Narrated by Ryan Reynolds. Musical score by Hans Zimmer.

Website: http://macgillivrayfreeman.com/project/great-bear-rainforest/

SUPERPOWER DOGS 3D
Opening April 27, 2019 – February 28, 2020
Join an immersive IMAX® adventure to experience the life-saving superpowers and extraordinary bravery of some of the world’s most amazing dogs. In this inspiring true story, our best friends are also real-life superheroes. Journey around the globe to meet remarkable dogs who save lives and discover the powerful bond they share with their human partners. Follow Halo, a rookie puppy training to join one of the most elite disaster response teams in America that is part of the Miami-Dade Fire Rescue team. Meet Henry, an avalanche rescue expert in the Canadian Rockies, Reef, a Newfoundland lifeguard with the Italian coastguard, Ricochet, a Californian surf legend helping people with special needs, and the Bloodhound brothers, Tipper & Tony, who are leading the fight to save endangered species in Africa. As we discover the incredible abilities of dogs and the astonishing science behind their superpowers, we’ll never look at our best friends the same way again!

Film Website: https://superpowerdogs.com/

HOLLYWOOD FULL-LENGTH FEATURE FILMS – COMING SOON

AQUAMAN: THE IMAX 3D EXPERIENCE®
Opening December 20, 2018 – January 10, 2019
From Warner Bros. Pictures and director James Wan comes an action-packed adventure that spans the vast, visually breathtaking underwater world of the seven seas, Aquaman, starring Jason Momoa in the title role. The film reveals the origin story of half-human, half-Atlantean Arthur Curry and takes him on the journey of his lifetime—one that will not only force him to face who he really is, but to discover if he is worthy of who he was born to be…a king. Starring: Amber Heard, Jason Momoa, Nicole Kidman. This film is not yet rated.

Images: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/vn8nh4phre0xq76/AADuJSHECcY2VwHdHpu2efZ5a?dl=00

GLASS: THE IMAX 2D EXPERIENCE®
Opening January 17-24, 2019
M. Night Shyamalan brings together the narratives of two of his standout originals—2000’s Unbreakable, from Touchstone, and 2016’s Split, from Universal—in one explosive, all-new comic-book thriller: Glass. From Unbreakable, Bruce Willis returns as David Dunn as does
Samuel L. Jackson as Elijah Price, known also by his pseudonym Mr. Glass. Joining from Split are James McAvoy, reprising his role as Kevin Wendell Crumb and the multiple identities who reside within, and Anya Taylor-Joy as Casey Cooke, the only captive to survive an encounter with The Beast. Following the conclusion of Split, Glass finds Dunn pursuing Crumb’s superhuman figure of The Beast in a series of escalating encounters, while the shadowy presence of Price emerges as an orchestrator who holds secrets critical to both men.

ALITA: THE IMAX 2D EXPERIENCE®
Opening February 13, 2019
Set several centuries in the future, the abandoned Alita is found in the scrapyard of Iron City by Ido, a compassionate cyber-doctor who takes the unconscious cyborg Alita to his clinic. When Alita awakens, she has no memory of who she is, nor does she have any recognition of the world she finds herself in. As Alita learns to navigate her new life and the treacherous streets of Iron City, Ido tries to shield her from her mysterious past.

Images:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ds904sp1wut3e1z/AADMCY4ff9ZVwm7w04snCPVRA?dl=0

CAPTAIN MARVEL: THE IMAX 2D EXPERIENCE®
Opening March 7, 2019
From Walt Disney Pictures and Marvel Studios, CAPTAIN MARVEL is the story of Carol Danvers as she becomes one of the universes most powerful heroes when Earth is caught in the middle of a galactic war between two alien races. Set in the 1990s, CAPTAIN MARVEL is an all-new adventure from a previously unseen period in the history of the Marvel Cinematic Universe. Starring Brie Larson, Samuel L. Jackson, Ben Mendelsohn, Gemma Chan, Lashana Lynch, Djimon Hounsou, Lee Pace, Algenis Pérez Soto, Rune Temte, McKenna Grace, Clark Gregg, Jude Law, and Annette Bening.

Presented in 2D on our 4K IMAX with Laser projection system featuring IMAX’s next-generation, enhanced 12-channel system with 114 speakers capable of 52,000 watts of digital sound and a six-story-high screen offering a truly immersive experience. The crystal-clear images, coupled with IMAX’s customized theater geometry and powerful digital audio, create a unique environment that will make audiences feel as if they are in the movie. Select scenes filmed with IMAX cameras will expand 26% more than traditional theaters.

Images:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/gkm0w89inxfifi25/AADgEOLJYG6gEogxLBfK9Ja-a?dl=0

DUMBO: THE IMAX 2D EXPERIENCE®
Opening March 28, 2019
The story follows Holt Farrier, a former circus star and war veteran, who has been enlisted by circus owner Max Medici to care for a newborn elephant with oversized ears. The baby elephant's ears are a laughingstock and embarrassment to the already struggling circus. That is, until Holt's children discover that Dumbo can fly! Aerial artist Colette Marchant and entrepreneur V.A. Vandevene then swoop in to make Dumbo, the flying elephant, a star.

Images:https://www.dropbox.com/sh/1fp50sx98hgi092/AABmxmaXQoxD9Yd-f-Y3_eZna?dl=0
TRAVELING EXHIBITS

DESIGN ZONE: Merging Math & Science with Creativity
January 19 – April 28, 2019
Discover that math isn’t just a subject in school—it’s a fundamental, creative tool that artists and engineers use to design and invent! Design Zone highlights the relationship between mathematical thinking and the creative process in art, music, and engineering. Visitors solve real-world challenges. Design Zone is organized into three interactive thematic areas. Each thematic area draws visitors into real-life scenes of music production, video game development, and extreme sports that directly and experientially relate mathematical concepts. Sponsored locally by the Museum’s official transportation partner, Brightline.

More exhibit information:

HALL OF HEROES
May 18 – September 2, 2019
“Hall of Heroes” brings guests into the world of superheroes, crime-getters, gadgets and spies through an immersive experience. As soon as visitors enter the “Hall of Heroes,” they immediately find themselves in the thick of the action in an ambitious, custom-built space. Their journey takes them through several themed environments with surprises around each corner. Sponsored locally by the Museum’s official transportation partner, Brightline.

- Movie prop-quality photo opportunities, including an authentic George Barris-built 1966 Batmobile.
- Challenging, highly engaging interactives, intriguing, informative displays with props, costumes and more.
- Fun, fascinating history and memorabilia.

Images:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/9le2tz9pu3u4y4m/AABaKE7mW2njbwjZW1tdMzoia?dl=0

PERMANENT EXHIBITS

DESIGN! BUILD! PLAY! KEVA!
New Permanent Exhibit
Design! Build! Play! KEVA! is a wonderful new exhibit recently added to the Museum of Discovery and Science. This exhibit allows visitors to think and create in three dimensions.

They can work together to unravel physics challenges using principles of balance, geometric shapes and stability to engineer and build creations with structural integrity. The exhibit blends an art gallery and a science lab to create a perfect location to design and invent. Sponsored by the Meike and Dominick Miniaci Foundation.

Images: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/pc85sqyvaj1s4wb/AABytwPV-S20_VILjx3SU0fa?dl=0
Science Park
Kids, school groups, and parents can enjoy the fresh air and safe surroundings of the Science Park as they continue their exploration of the Museum outdoors. Giant full-body exhibits will demonstrate key principles of physics and engineering while also providing entertainment and group interaction. Visitors will explore together and experiment with basic principles of the physical world and come to intuitive understanding of how they work. The Museum of Discovery and Science is committed to enhancing the pipeline of today’s youth toward STEM knowledge and careers. The Science Park is a key element in this vision.

Science Park Interactive Exhibits
Ball Range - Bottle Rockets - Cool Fan - Giant Levers – Kaleidoscopes – Pulleys –
Roller Coaster – FPL SolarNow™ - Sound Station - Sun Spotter - Tennis Ball Launcher –
The Forest - Wheel Roll
Images: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/t8rwzxv9fp64v9w/AABe6jlDQvF3r9HGTNhTg8nea?dl=0
Virtual Field Trip: KidVision https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2xznUPDhmo

SPECIAL EVENTS

Sensory Friendly Screenings
The Museum is proud to launch its new Sensory-Friendly Screenings, which provide the perfect environment for individuals on the autism spectrum, GET UP, SING, WALK, DANCE, AND SHOUT WORRY-FREE! Lights will be on and sound will be down. Sensory-Friendly Screenings will take place on the third Saturday of every month and will play at 10:00 a.m.

Upcoming Sensory-Friendly Screenings
- Dream Big – January 19, 2019
- Great Bear Rainforest – February 16, 2019

NEW HANDS ON EXPERIENCE

Otter Encounter
Wednesdays, Saturdays and Sundays 1:30 p.m. $50 per person
(includes Museum admission)
In our newest visitor experience, come face-to-face with two of our otters! Our otter specialists will teach you about how they are cared for on a daily basis. Learn all about otters’ diet and get a look at the filtration system that keeps their pool looking clean. You’ll even have the opportunity to feed an otter and participate in a training session! Encounter lasts 45 minutes and has a maximum of six people per group, one group per day. Please reserve a week in advance.

NEW TRAVELING EXHIBIT DESIGN ZONE Opening Weekend Activities
January 19 & 20, 2019 10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Spin Disc Art
We’re putting a new spin on art! Learn about centrifugal force and create your own masterpiece on our spin machines.

Water Xylophone
Sound is all about the vibrations! Discover how we can change sound pitch by changing the amount of vibration. Pick a song to play or go freestyle on our giant water xylophone.

Build a City
The sky is the limit... skyscrapers that is. Design and construct your own addition to our Museum city! We’ll need all engineers on deck to build the largest city we can!

Anki Cars
These racecars are self-aware and they want to race! Using our tablets as controllers, you will race your car against others and see who takes first place!

First LEGO League Robotics (Saturday, January 19 only)
Come support local elementary schools as they demo their robots for the FIRST Lego League competition.

Ice Cream Weekend
January 26 – 27, 2019 12:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Ice Cream in a Bag
12:30, 1:30, 2:30 and 3:30 p.m.
Learn how cream, sugar, a baggie and salt makes ice cream in this fun hands-on family activity. As a reward, you get eat all the ice cream that you make!

Brainfreeze!
1:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m.
Join us for our liquid nitrogen show and even sample some delicious homemade liquid nitrogen ice cream!

Great Bear Rainforest Opening Weekend Activities
February 15-18, 2019 12:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Invasive vs. Native
(Saturday and Sunday only) Marine ecosystems around the world are vulnerable to invasive species, including the Great Bear Sea that surrounds the Great Bear Rainforest. Learn about one of South Florida’s most notorious invasive species, the lionfish, with a presentation by a special guest from Biscayne National Park.
Oil Spill Cleanup
In 2016, a shipwreck spilled over 20,000 gallons of oil off the coast of the Great Bear Rainforest, devastating much of the coastal ecosystem. Experiment with different methods used to restore water quality after an oil spill.

Blubber Armor
Larger mammals in cold places like the Great Bear Rainforest rely on thick blubber underneath their skin to keep warm. Discover for yourself how blubber helps animals stay warm.

Eco-Twister
12:15 p.m. and 2:15 p.m.
Find out how “flexible” animals have to be to adapt to a changing habitat with this ecological “twist” on a classic game.

It’s all in the Teeth
Sink your teeth into this up-close-and-personal table talk by examining various animal skulls and learn how to tell their origins based in the number of molars found.

National Engineers Week
February 17 – 23, 2019

Nanotechnology
See how nanotechnology can change everyday materials to have magic-like properties! Play in our nano-sandbox and see how nano-sand was engineered to help clean up oil spills.

Solar Powered Cars
Build your own solar powered car and then race it against other visitor to find out if your car is superior to the others.

Lumi Rods
Bend light at your will with this hands-on demonstration.

Lift Off!
Build your best rocket and challenge the museum’s distance record.

Women in Engineering Day
February 23, 2019 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
Meet women engineers from South Florida and participate in a variety of fun engineering activities for the whole family.
DISCOVERY AFTER DARK
Design Zone
Thursday January 24, 2019 5:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.

Meet other curious minded people and explore our interactive exhibits while enjoying great food and adult beverages. Design is everywhere we look and in everything we do. DESIGN ZONE uses hands-on activities to show how design concepts become real world experiences in the arts, entertainment and extreme sports. Get behind the scenes and create your own skate park, dance beat, roller coaster, video game and more!


Sprouting STEM - Growing Up Great
Sprouting STEM - Growing Up Great is inspired by the PNC Grow Up Great® Lesson Center, an early childhood education resource that helps enhance hands-on arts and science learning for young children. The programs, for children ages 3-7, are scheduled at 10:15 a.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays in the Museum’s Discovery Center and are included with regular exhibits admission.

SCHOOL DAYS DAILY SCHEDULE

Everglades Airboat Adventure Ride
10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 1st Floor

Mars Rover Simulator Ride
10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 2nd Floor

7D Theater Simulator Ride
10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 2nd Floor
Ticket Purchase Required

MaxFlight 360 Simulator Ride
10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 2nd Floor
Ticket Purchase Required

Sprouting STEM Sponsored by PNC Grow Up Great
10:15 a.m. and 1:15 p.m.
Monday, Wednesday and Friday only in the Discovery Center

Animal Encounters
1:15 p.m. and 4:15 p.m.
Meet some of the animals that call the Museum home!
Presented by the Bachelor Foundation Museum Lobby
Otter Talk
2:00 p.m. Monday, Wednesday, and Friday only at the Otter Habitat

Coral Reef Rescue Rangers Presented by Carnival Foundation
2:15 p.m. Keller Science Theater

Kaboom Show
3:15 p.m. Keller Science Theater

**WEEKENDS DAILY SCHEDULE**

Everglades Airboat Adventure Ride
10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 1st Floor

Mars Rover Simulator Ride
10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 2nd Floor

7D Theater Simulator Ride
10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 2nd Floor
Ticket Purchase Required

MaxFlight 360 Simulator Ride
10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 2nd Floor
Ticket Purchase Required

Animal Encounters
1:15 p.m. and 4:15 p.m.
Meet some of the animals that call the Museum home!
Presented by the Bachelor Foundation Museum Lobby

Coral Reef Rescue Rangers Presented by Carnival Foundation
11:15 a.m. and 2:15 p.m. Keller Science Theater

KABOOM! Show
12:15 and 3:15 p.m. Keller Science Theater

Otter Talk
2:00 p.m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday

**STEM CENTER FOR EDUCATION AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT**

Download the Museum of Discovery & Science APP
In partnership with United Way of Broward County, the Museum of Discovery and Science has launched its new Museum app. The app was created by Broward County high school students as part of APP-titude, a two-year internship for high school juniors and seniors.
The free Museum of Discovery & Science app is available in the app store for both Android and Apple platforms. The app allows guests to explore ten exhibit areas in the Museum (Discovery Center, EcoScapes, Go Green, Storm Center, Prehistoric Florida, Otters at Play, Gems and Minerals, To Fly, Powerful You, Gizmo City) and includes augmented reality and video experiences. In addition, the app provides information on the Museum experience and IMAX, including a virtual tour.

AVIATION ACADEMY 2019 FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
Program Dates: January 12, 19 & 26, 2019
The Museum of Discovery and Science is partnering with JetBlue to highlight the importance of STEM in the aviation industry. Students will be exposed to new technologies and research including behind-the-scenes access to restricted areas in aviation related facilities.

Field Trips to JetBlue Airlines, Fort Lauderdale/Hollywood International Airport, and Civil Air Patrol.

Participant Fees $200 for Museum members and $225 for non-members. Call 954.713.0930 to make a reservation.

SOCIAL EVENTS

24th Annual Bank of America Wine, Spirits & Culinary Celebration
Friday, March 15, 2019
Showcasing over 40 of South Florida’s premier restaurants and over 100 wines, spirits and craft beers from around the world! Guests receive a complimentary wine and enjoy a silent auction and can dance at the after party.
Grand Tasting Admission 6:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
V.I.P. Platinum Admission 5:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

For questions or sponsorship information, please contact Hillary Wallace at hillary.wallace@mods.net or 954.713.0918.

PARTY AT THE MUSEUM – FACILITY RENTALS
Entertain your guests in the most unique event venue in South Florida by reserving the Museum of Discovery and Science exclusively for your next private gathering. Spanning two floors the Museum features over 200 dynamic exhibits including live animals. Whether it’s a holiday party, dinner, awards banquet, wedding or picnic, groups from 25 to 3,000 will find an exciting indoor and/or outdoor setting to create a successful event. The possibilities are limited only by your imagination. From sophisticated splendor to casual fun, our experienced event planning staff will assist you in creating an innovative event that is tailored to your group’s specific needs. Call 954.713.0915 or email sales@mods.net.

CAMP DISCOVERY
Camp Discovery is designed to give children ages 6-12 entire days filled with exploration and hands-on learning. One-day and five-day camps are offered. Camp runs from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (before and after care is available). Camp fee includes all workshop materials and
chaperoned exhibit exploration. Children should bring two snacks, lunch and a drink. The Subway Café is available as a lunch option. Call 954.713.0930 to register.
One-day camps are $50 for museum members and $55 for non-members.
Three-day camps are $150 for museum members and $175 for non-members.
Five-day camps are $200 for museum members and $225 for non-members.
**All camps include an exciting IMAX® Film Adventure.**

**One-Day Camp Adventures**

**On Your Mark, Get Set, Go!**
**January 7, 2019**
From racing cars to soaring rockets, today is all about speed! We will be testing how fast and how high we can make things go! Be prepared to participate in a solar car race and a rocket flight competition then, create your own accelerating roller coaster!

**Animation 101!**
**January 21, 2019**
Be a video game designer by creating your own virtual story and digitally bring your game to life! Prepare for a full day of video game design while we learn the basics of computer graphics, writing storyboards, and game coding!

**FAMILY OVERNIGHT**

**Engineering on the Move! Girl Scouts Overnight Adventure**
**January 26, 2019**
Work towards your Mechanical Engineering badge by designing, building, and testing your own balloon-powered car! Get ready to explore our newest exhibit, “Design Zone” and build your engineering skills! *Satisfies the Mechanical Engineering: Balloon Car Badge

**Boy Scouts Chemistry Adventure!**
**March 9, 2019**
Join us for a fun-filled overnight event while completing milestones for the Boy Scout Chemistry Merit Badge. Scouts will have the opportunity to explore the Museum and learn chemistry basics through exciting hands-on experiments and activities! *Satisfies multiple sections of the Chemistry Merit Badge

For reservations: 954.713.0930.

**OVERNIGHT CAMP-INS: Friday and Saturday evenings, year-round**
Have the ULTIMATE Museum Camp-In or Discovery Workshop experience with exclusive access to hundreds of hands-on exhibits, live animal encounters, labs, dynamic science shows, flight simulators, rides and the BIGGEST IMAX screen in South Florida showing some of Hollywood’s newest blockbuster movies.

Choose from these camp-in themes: **Awesome Animals, Crazy Chemistry, Cosmic Kids, Electricity, Engineering and Marshmallows, Freaky Forensics (NEW Theme) GUTS!, and Roller Coaster Physics.** Supervised, age-appropriate science activities, workshops, exhibit
explorations, pizza dinner and live-animal encounters round out a fun-filled evening before “lights-out” in the exhibit sleeping area. Group camp-ins are open to scout groups, schools, church groups, recreation center groups and other youth organizations looking for a night of fun and unique activities.

Each camp lasts from 6:30 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. IMAX® films will be an additional charge per person (child or chaperone). Group programs require a 40-participant minimum. Both programs include pizza dinner, all activities, and exploration of the Museum

**Overnight Camp-Ins**
Time: 6:30 p.m. to 8:00 a.m.
Fees: $36.00/child
$20.00/chaperone

**Discovery Workshops**
Friday and Saturday evenings
Time: 6:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Fees: $24.00/child
$15.00/chaperone

Note: ALL GROUP PROGRAMES require one chaperone (18-years or older for every ten youth participants. Minimum paid youth: 40 participants. Maximum capacity: 200 participants (not including chaperones).

**IMAX® Add-on Prices**
Classic IMAX® Film (45 min.) $8.00 per child or chaperone
Full Length IMAX® Feature Film $12.00 per child or chaperone

For more information or reservations call 954.713.0930 or email overnights@mods.net.

**THEMED BIRTHDAY PARTIES**
Planning a birthday party at the Museum of Discovery and Science is a piece of cake! Just say the word, and we’ll put the wheels in motion for a birthday party that your child will always remember.

**Party Options and Prices:**
- **Pizza Party:** Pizza, soda and cake for a maximum of 20 guests including birthday child and family members. $400 for members. $450 for non-members. $16 per additional person. Add-on options available.

All parties include:
- One large Carvel® Ice Cream Cake (serves 20)
  - 90 minutes in party room with themed activities
  - All day admission to the Museum’s exhibits
  - One parking pass for the birthday party family
  - 40 birthday invitations
  - Forks, plates, napkins, cups, table covers and candles
All birthday parties available on Saturday or Sunday and must be booked at least two weeks in advance. If you have a party of more than 40 people, please feel free to ask about our larger party package. Add an IMAX film for an additional fee. To book a birthday party, call 954.713.0930.

PARTY THEMES

- **Animal Mania (All Ages)**: Turtles, lizards and snakes, oh my! Learn about the Museum’s reptiles and meet them face-to-face! It’s perfect for “party animals” of all ages!
- **Color Chemistry (NEW) (Ages 3-6)** Get ready to have a blast mixing science and art! Your little scientist will get to explore the makings of colorful slime, puffy paint and much more! This party includes a visit from Curious George or Clifford, The Big Red Dog just in time for pictures and cake!
- **Prehistoric Adventure (Ages 3-6)**: Dig for dinos and explore volcanic eruptions! Your little archeologists will dig for hidden treasures in our excavation boxes, and make shark tooth fossil necklaces! Put on your hard hats and goggles and get ready to go on a prehistoric adventure!
- **Super Scientist (Ages 5 & up)**: Put your safety goggles on and be a scientist for a day! Conduct crazy experiments and make wild concoctions. Your birthday is sure to be an explosively good time!
- **Sub-zero Science (Ages 5 & up)**: Your little scientist will learn some “cool” chemistry when we shatter balloons with liquid nitrogen and create awesome ice cream treats! This party will definitely be cooler than cool.

**MAXFLIGHT Birthday Parties (Ages 5 & up)**

Special times and pricing applies. Times are as follows: Fridays from 4:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.; Saturday from 4:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.; and Sunday from 10:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. Pricing: $750 for Museum members and $800 for non-members.

- **Rockin’ Roller Coaster**
  Imagine designing your own roller coaster and then riding it with your friends inside our MaxFlight Simulator. It’ll be a rockin’ and rollin’ party to remember.
- **Awesome Aeronautics**
  Take off in this thrilling birthday ride of a lifetime. You and your friends can turn incredible aerial stunts or engage an aerial dog fight in our MaxFlight Simulator. Also enjoy time in the Aviation Station exhibit.

**ABOUT THE AUTONATION® IMAX 3D THEATER**

The 300-seat theater AutoNation® IMAX 3D Theater, owned and operated by the Museum of Discovery and Science, opened in 1992. The science of cinema has been raised to the level of magic at the AutoNation IMAX 3D Theatre now that IMAX with Laser is illuminating the six story screen. This new technology with dual 4K laser projectors has revolutionized the way we experience 3D films on the big screen. The new laser projector technology offers brighter images, intense colors, and incredible detail that will leave you in awe.

There’s also a next-generation immersive 12-channel sound system featuring 114 speakers capable of 52,000 watts of digital sound. Whether it’s a pin drop or feeling the heart-palpitating force of a volcano, audiences will experience a new kind of visceral sound experience.
IMAX with Laser is a blend of science and art that delivers a cinema experience that suspends disbelief and transports audiences to new worlds. It’s the difference between watching a movie and being a part of one. The AutoNation IMAX 3D Theater is the only place in Florida where you can experience the power of IMAX with Laser and is one of only three Certified Giant Screen® theaters in Florida as certified by the Giant Screen Cinema Association. For show times call 954.463.IMAX (4629) or visit www.mods.org. More information here: http://www.mods.org/IMAX/Laser/4K%20Laser/4K_Laser.html

ABOUT THE MUSEUM OF DISCOVERY AND SCIENCE
The mission of the Museum of Discovery and Science is to provide experiential pathways to lifelong learning in science for children and adults through exhibits, programs and films. Founded in 1976 as The Discovery Center, the Museum provides enriching Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) education to approximately 400,000 visitors annually. As a nonprofit organization, major operational support for the Museum is provided through generous funding by Leadership Guild members including: JM Family Enterprises, Inc., Jet Blue and Wells Fargo.

The Museum is open Monday through Saturday from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and Sunday from noon to 5:00 p.m. Ticket prices are $17 for adults; $16 for seniors 65+; $14 for active/retired military personnel; $14 for children 2 to 12. Children under 2 are free. A 45-minute IMAX documentary or Hollywood movie can be added for a small up charge. The Museum of Discovery and Science is located downtown at 401 SW Second Street, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33312. For more information about the Museum, call 954.467.MODS (6637) or visit our website at www.mods.org

Like us or follow us on Social Media.
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/MuseumOfDiscoveryAndScience/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/modsfl
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/modsftl/

Media Contacts:
Marlene Janetos 954.713.0915       mjanetos@mods.net
Theresa Waldron  954.713.0901       twaldron@mods.net
Tara Keimel 954.713.0904            tara.keimel@mods.net
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